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Abstract: We propose a novel user interface that enables control of a singing voice synthesizer at a live improvisational performance. The user first registers the lyrics of a song with the system before performance, and the system
builds a probabilistic model that models the possible jumps within the lyrics. During performance, the user simultaneously inputs the lyrics of a song with the left hand using a vowel keyboard and the melodies with the right hand using a
standard musical keyboard. Our system searches for a portion of the registered lyrics whose vowel sequence matches
the current user input using the probabilistic model, and sends the matched lyrics to the singing voice synthesizer. The
vowel input keys are mapped onto a standard musical keyboard, enabling experienced keyboard players to learn the
system from a standard musical score. We examine the feasibility of the system through a series of evaluations and
user studies.
Keywords: live performance, singing voice synthesis, human computer interface, musical instrument, text entry

1. Introduction
The use of a singing voice synthesizer such as VOCALOID [9]
has become popular especially in Japan. However, there is little precedent of live improvisational performance using real-time
singing voice synthesis even though there is a huge demand for
it. This is mainly because it is diﬃcult to input song lyrics at a
real-time rate; this is the problem we want to address in this paper.
A possible approach is to use automatic fitting of the predefined
original lyrics to the melody currently being played using melody
matching. However, this approach has two problems. First, players often modify the melody significantly including addition of
grace notes and change of order in a live improvisational performance. Second, the same melodies often appear repeatedly in a
song with diﬀerent lyrics, making it diﬃcult to find the appropriate lyrics from melody alone in improvisational performance.
Another possible approach is to use speech recognition to input lyrics. This allows the user to improvise arbitrary lyrics during performance, but also presents several problems. First, recent
popular speech recognition techniques are optimized for recognizing continuous speech as a whole, rather than for recognizing
individual characters in a song separately for timed performance.
Second, latency is inevitable in speech recognition, but is not acceptable for real-time musical performance. Finally, it is diﬃcult
for the player to listen to his or her own performance while vocalizing.
There are a few experimental systems that allow the user to
input arbitrary Japanese lyrics during live performance using a
combination of vowel and consonant keys [13], [20]. However,
they require the user to press two keys simultaneously to input a
character, making it diﬃcult to play fast songs.
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Fig. 1 An overview of the proposed system. Our system consists of two
steps, lyric registration step and actual performance step. At the
lyrics registration step, the user registers the lyrics of the songs, and
the system analyzes it. At the actual performance step, the user simultaneously inputs the vowel sequences and melodies using a musical keyboard, and the system estimates the plausible lyrics from
them and synthesizes singing voice sounds.

To address these problems, we propose to use a vowel keyboard to input the lyrics during live improvisational performances
(Fig. 1: right). In our system, the user inputs the lyrics with one
hand using a vowel keyboard and the melodies with the other
hand using a musical keyboard simultaneously. Our system allows the user to modify the melodies of a song freely and to
pick an arbitrary portion of predefined lyrics during a live performance.
Our system is designed for Japanese lyrics. In Japanese, a
character consists of a consonant and a vowel (Fig. 2). Hence,
multiple Japanese characters match a given vowel. However, we
can identify the most plausible character sequence in the predefined lyrics by finding the corresponding vowel sequence using a
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Fig. 2

In Japanese, a character consists of a consonant and a vowel. For example, “Ka” is the combination of “K” and “a,” “Su” is the combination of “S” and “u.” There are 5 vowels and a special
vowel (n) in Japanese.

2. Related Work

Fig. 3

In our system, the lyrics can be represented as a standard musical
score as the left hand part, because vowel keys are mapped onto a
standard musical keyboard (Song: SakuraSakura).

probabilistic alignment technique (Fig. 1). Specifically, our system automatically finds a portion of the predefined lyrics whose
vowel sequence matches well with the vowel sequence being input by the player. We use a Hidden Markov model for alignment.
There are only five vowels in Japanese, “a,” “i,” “u,” “e,” and
“o.” We also use a special character “n,” hence we use six keys to
input lyrics. This makes it possible to input vowels rapidly without moving the hand to other locations in contrast to other methods that use many keys to input lyrics. Additionally, by mapping
the vowel keyboard onto a traditional musical keyboard, one can
represent lyrics as a standard musical score (Fig. 3), enabling the
user to practice the skills more easily.
One possible criticism is that one can use only the predefined
lyrics in our system. It is not possible to compose completely
novel lyrics during performance, However, in real improvisational performance, it is actually rare to see the singer composes
completely new lyrics during performance. They may improvise
novel melodies, but improvised lyrics are usually composed of
phrases already in the original lyrics, and this can be handled using our method.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
( 1 ) Our system allows the user to perform regular Japanese
songs at the original tempo, including high-speed songs.
( 2 ) Our system enables the user to rearrange the pieces of predefined lyrics in a live improvisational performance.
( 3 ) We introduce the analogy of a musical score alignment technique to lyrics alignment.
( 4 ) We examine the feasibility of the method with performance
evaluation and user studies.
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2.1 Live Performance Using Singing Voice Synthesis
Yamamoto et al. [20] used a combination of a dedicated special keyboard to input lyrics used by the left hand and a standard
musical keyboard used by the right hand for improvisational performance (Fig. 4). The lyrics keyboard is designed for Japanese,
consisting of ten consonant keys and five vowel keys placed to fit
the left hand. The user inputs a character by pressing a combination of a consonant key and a vowel key. However, it is diﬃcult
for a typical player to press correct multiple keys simultaneously
during a live performance.
Formant Bros. [13] assigned lyrics input keys to a common
musical keyboard (Fig. 5). A character can be input using the
triplet three-key combination of a pitch key, a consonant key, and
a vowel key. The benefit of this approach is that it enables description of lyrics and melodies as a standard musical score, making the method easy to learn. However, the consecutive triplet
chord input is diﬃcult even for professional pianists. Thus, the
approach remained at the level of playing slow nursery rhymes,
in contrast to regular songs played at a realistic speed (we assume
the range of tempo of regular songs is about 50∼200 BPM [beats
per minute]).
HANAUTAU [17] uses pitch detection from the user’s voice
inputted by microphone for melody and lyrics typed with both
hands using a common QWERTY keyboard. However, using a
QWERTY keyboard does not provide input at a speed suﬃcient
to play common music adequately.
A case has been made to use a Flick text input method [12]
for live performances using real-time singing voice synthesis to
input lyrics. Although the Flick text input method is a fast text entry method, it still can’t achieve suﬃcient input speed for singing
a song. Additionally, because it requires two-step control (push
and slide), it is diﬃcult to adjust the timing to the music using
that method.
DiVA [2] uses CyberGlove and several sensors and measured
the hands gestures to control the lyrics. The gestures are trained
and trigger a neural network with a given gestural language that
associates one posture for each phoneme of English. Reference [6] also measures hands gestures to control both pitch and
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Fig. 6
Fig. 4 Yamamoto et al. [18] used the combination of a special lyrics keyboard and a piano keyboard.

The vowel input keys are mapped onto a standard musical keyboard.
They can be covered by a hand.

vantageous because it is robust against such uncertainties in the
user’s performance. We also use a probabilistic model, but for
vowel sequence not for melody.

3. User Interface

Fig. 5 Formant Bros. [13] mapped the lyrics input keys onto a standard musical keyboard.

the phoneme of singing voice synthesizer. However, the gestural
control is diﬃcult for fast songs.
Cantor Digitalis [3] has been used in several musical improvisations using singing voice synthesizer by multi-touch tablet.
Their alphabet control is limited in only a few vowels (formants)
and can’t output the most characters including consonants as a
language. Then, their system is inadequate for performing the
lyrics of common songs. We address this issue.
2.2 Text Entry
Text input predictions [4], [16] and query word suggestions [8],
[22] are not applicable to our target purpose, because they pose
two problems for our target. First, there is no way to input the
first character of the word the user wants to input at a real-time
rate. Second, there is no way to select a candidate in real-time.
Many studies have been conducted regarding word completion [1], [19] from the user’s ambiguous input. The word completion methods modify or correct word input by the user including
mistypes to form a plausible word. However, these approaches
use lazy evaluation. Lazy evaluation estimates the correct word
retroactively after the user inputs several words. Thus, it can’t
be used for our target, which requires outputting the characters
individually.
2.3 Musical Score Alignment
Musical score alignment techniques estimate the current playing position of given music (audio or MIDI stream) in a musical
score in a database, and use it for various applications such as
generating musical accompaniments [15], and displaying the musical score using auto scroll [7], [10].
Recent studies regarding musical score alignment are categorized into two approaches. The first approach is to solve the problem by minimizing some metrics representing how two musical
signals diﬀer at each time [21]. This approach is vulnerable to the
uncertainty of the user’s performance including mistakes, tempo
change, or other musical expressions. The second approach is
to use probabilistic models [11], [14], [15]. This approach is ad-
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An overview of our system is shown in Fig. 1. Our system
requires two steps. The first step is lyrics registration before performance. The second step is actual performance. At the lyrics
registration step, the user registers the intended lyrics to be used.
The user can register multiple lyrics at a time. At the performance
step, the user simultaneously inputs vowel sequences using a
vowel keyboard and melodies using a musical keyboard. The system estimates the plausible lyrics from the vowel sequences and
synthesizes singing voice sounds. Note that the system does not
use a melody sequence for estimation.
The vowel keys are assigned to a portion of a standard musical keyboard. In our prototype, each key mapping is set as “a”
to C2, “i” to D2, “u” to E2, “e” to F2, “o” to G2, “n” to E2,
to fit all the keys in a palm (Fig. 6). This makes it possible to
represent a vowel sequence as a standard musical score, making
it easier for players to practice the performance. In addition, the
musical score for our system requires only monophonic phrases
of six vowel keys, which is much simpler than that of Formant
Bros. Actually, the musical score for our system is much easier
than popular piano scores such as J.S. Bach and Chopin.
Our system doesn’t require the user to input the vowel sequences strictly in the order of the original lyrics, because the
system estimates the probable lyrics using a probabilistic model.
This allows the user to jump to arbitrary positions in the lyrics
including backtracking. Additionally, our system allows the user
to make mistakes, freeing the player from paying excessive attention to vowel input. When the user jumps the position of the
lyrics, the system would output a few wrong characters until following the user. However, these wrong characters at least have
correct vowels, which limits the level of discomfort.
The timing control is complicated because two keys must be
pressed in a coordinated way. Our current implementation is as
follows. If a pitch key has already been pressed, the system begins a new voice when a new vowel key is pressed. However, if
no pitch key has been pressed, the system does not begin a new
voice, when a new vowel key is pressed. If a vowel key has already been pressed, the system begins a new voice, when a new
pitch key is pressed. If no vowel key is pressed, the system begins a new voice with the last vowel input by the user, when the
user presses a new pitch key. We choose this asymmetric scheme
because pitch keys serve as the main control, with vowel keys
serving as a modifier. Note that previous systems [13], [20] begin a voice only when 3 keys (vowel, consonant, and pitch) are
pressed together, creating diﬃculty in producing fast real-time
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Fig. 7 The user interface view of the LiVo system on a web browser. The
user enters the lyrics in the top left text area before performance. The
characters displayed on the bottom left keyboard view represent the
predicted characters which would be sent to the singing voice synthesizer next when the user would press the vowel key.

performance.

4. Technical Details of Lyric Alignment
This section explains how we estimate the position that the user
wants to perform in the lyrics from the vowel sequences input by
the user. In the registration step, the system analyzes the lyrics
entered by the user, and constructs a data structure to be used
in the performance. In the actual performance step, we estimate
the most probable lyrics using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
that encodes the behavior of the movements between consecutive characters in the lyrics and jumps during performance. We
search the end point of the Viterbi path in this HMM using multiagent search to find the best matching lyrics for the given vowel
sequence. Note that the estimation solely depends on the vowel
input, and does not use melody information at all.
4.1 Lyric Registration Step before Performance
Figure 7 shows the user interface view of the system. The user
types the lyrics in the top-left text area and presses the “convert”
button to finish. Here, our implementation allows only Hiragana
characters as input for simplicity, although Kanji character can
be supported. The text format for typing lyrics is shown in Fig. 8.
The system requires the user to annotate rough structures of the
song (e.g., repeating, verse, chorus, or several phrases) manually
using line breaks. With more line breaks inserted, the system interprets the point as a larger compartmental boundary. Note that
the system doesn’t distinguish the kind of a section the user delimited (e.g., it doesn’t care about whether a section is verse or
chorus), and the user can split the lyrics of the song into arbitrary
blocks.
After the user completes text entry, the system decomposes the
text into morphemes using morphological analysis, connecting
a morphme to the previous morpheme, if the morpheme contains only one character (because we consider it to be unnatural to voice a morpheme consisting of a single character in a
song). To be able to execute the morphological analysis, we first
machine-translate the Hiragana characters the user inputted to the
text including Kanji characters. If the morphological analysis includes errors, the user can fix them manually. Additionally, if
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Fig. 8 The text format for registering lyrics before performance. It is required to annotate the rough structures of the song (e.g., verse, chorus, a bunch of musical phrase etc...) by inserting line breaks. We use
English here for explanation. The real system only takes Japanese alphabets as input.

a divided character string contains repeating characters such as
(“Yu” - “Ra” - “Yu” - “Ra”), the system saves only one instance
of the repeat (“Yu” - “Ra”) with the number of repeats (in this
case, two). We define each delimited character sequence after
these operations as a “segment.” Each segment becomes the leaf
node of the lyrics tree as described in the next paragraph.
Commonly, a song has the hierarchical structure that consists
of musical phrases [18]. We construct a hierarchical tree structure
(called lyrics tree) of the segments using the user’s annotations
(Fig. 9). The lyrics tree is constructed by dividing the array of
segments recursively from a large structure to a small structure
according to the annotations (the smallest structure is a segment).
The lyrics tree is used for determining the probabilities of each
movement in the lyrics as described in the next subsection.
4.2 The User’s Behavior Model for Lyric Movements
We model how the user moves from one character to another
character in the lyrics during a performance as an Ergodic Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) (Fig. 10). In our HMM, an unobserved
state corresponds to a position in the lyrics and a transition between unobserved states corresponds to a movement in the lyrics.
Each transition generates a specific observable symbol deterministically, which is a vowel of a character. For example, if we have
a pre-registered lyrics “Ko-n-Ni-Ti-Wa (segment 1), a-Ri-Ga-Tou (segment 2),” the HMM produces an observable symbol “o”
when moving to a state “Ko” or “To.”
Each state transition probability of our HMM (probability of
a movement in the lyrics) is computed according to the kind of
movement. For example, moving to the next character is more
likely than a jump to a distant location, moving within a segment
is more likely than a jump to the diﬀerent segment, and a jump to
the head of a sentence is more likely than a jump to the middle
of a sentence. In a similar way, we determined the likelihoods
of all kinds of the movement by a heuristic manner. The system
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Fig. 9 The hierarchical tree structure of the lyrics segments. The system constructs this structure according to the annotations of the user. The number at the top right of each segment denotes its
hierarchical level. The black lines denote the edges. The red, blue and green arrows denote possible movements by the user in this tree.

Fig. 11 Each state transition probability of HMM is determined manually
by the authors. We prepare a monotonic decreasing distribution
function, and assign the divided area to them according to the likelihood of kinds of movement.

Fig. 10

We model the user’s movement between two characters in the lyrics
during performance as Hidden Markov Model (HMM). A position
in the pre-registered lyrics becomes a state.

first enumerates all the possible movements from the current state
and sorts them by the likelihood by the kind of movement. For
example, in the above example, if you are at “n,” possible destinations are “Ni” (next character), “Ti” (skip a character), “n”
(stay at same character), “Ko” (previous character), “a” (jump to
the head of the next segment) in the order of likelihood. Next,
we define a monotonically decreasing linear function (it fills the
∞
condition 0 f (x)dx = 1) (Fig. 11). We split the area surrounded
with this function and (x >= 0, y >= 0 in Fig. 11) evenly along
the x-axis, and assign the positions in the sorted list to each split
area to be correspond the movement to the position that has higher
likelihood to larger area. Finally, the system uses each assigned
area (colored area in Fig. 11) as the transition probability to move
to the position.
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The likelihood of a movement is computed by traversing the
lyrics tree. An example is shown in Fig. 9. When the current state
is one of the character at a leaf node, it can move to the next character within the same leaf node, or move up to parent nodes and
then come down to some other leaf node like red, blue and green
arrows in Fig. 9. Each step movement in the tree is associated
with a certain cost (e.g., moving to a next character has lower
cost than moving to a higher level), and the system accumulates
these costs during the traversal. In particular, we multiplied a certain weight (0.0 < w < 1.0) according to the traversed number of
the tree edges necessary to move to the next position along the
tree. We used 0.8 as this weight in our experiment.
4.3

Estimation of the Performed Position in Lyrics during
Performance
The most likely position the user wants to perform in the lyrics
can be computed as the end point of the Viterbi path that gives the
highest accumulated state transition probability (minimum cost)
among all the possible paths in the HMM. The Viterbi path is
also required to output a vowel sequence that matches with the
user inputs. We search this path using a multi-agent search algorithm [5].
The multi-agent search uses multiple interacting intelligent
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Table 1

The song list used for experiments. The “following” column represents the numbers of output wrong characters after jumping the
positions in the second experiment in Section 5.2. These numbers
represent higher abilities as lower number.

Title
1. Senbon Sakura
2. World is Mine
3. Melt
4. HatsuneMiku no Shoushitsu

Fig. 12

Author
KurousaP
supercell
supercell
BousouP

Characters
616
628
432
1373

Following
3
2
2
4

The system setup.

agents for finding the minimum cost path. Each agent is associated with a state in the HMM (a position in the lyrics), and
moves to the next state according to the HMM (color circles in
Fig. 10). Since multiple destination states exist for a state, the
system generates multiple copies of an agent and associates a
copy with each destination state. However, if the movement is
an impossible one, the system discards the copy. Each agent is
scored by the accumulation of the state transition probabilities
between the respective pairs of HMM states passed. For example, the score of the agent 1 in Fig. 10 is determined by using
π10 × τ12 × τ23 × τ35 × τ56 where π10 denotes the initial probability
of state and τi j denotes the state transition probability from state
i to state j. If the score of an agent becomes less than a threshold,
the system destroys the agent. Note that we used 0.01 for this
threshold in our experiment. Basically, Lower threshold is better
although lower threshold increases the computational cost. When
the number of the agents decrease, the system seeds new agents
to randomly selected positions and each agent restarts. Additionally, if multiple agents are reached at the same position in the
lyrics, the system retains only the agent with the highest score.
This procedure corresponds to the pruning process in dynamic
programming. Finally, we obtain the optimum position by selecting an agent has the maximum score at the current time. In our
experiment, we used 512 agents. Here, we set the initial probabilities of all the states as 1.0. When the system starts, the initial
state is randomly selected, or the user selects manually on the
right pane of the UI view (Fig. 7).

5. Evaluation
5.1 Implementation
Figure 12 shows the system setup for LiVo. The software for
the system is written in Javascript, runs on web browser. We
used YAMAHA NSX1-board for a singing voice synthesizer. The
MIDI keyboard and the singing voice synthesizer are connected
to the computer by USB, and the web browser communicates with
them by Web MIDI API.
We measured the computation time from receiving a NOTE
ON message from MIDI keyboard to sending a NOTE ON messages to the synthesizer via MIDI OUT. Our equipments are
CPU: 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7, RAM: 16 GB, Web Browser: Google
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Fig. 13

The robustness against mistakes during performance. The horizontal axis: The ratio[%] of numbers of the inserted error vowels to
the total numbers of characters in the song. The vertical axis: The
correct rate [0,100]. Higher value represents higher accuracy.

Chrome. This latency was less than 1 [ms]. Thus, it is negligible
for human perception. In our implementation, total memory requirement for the system was about 44 [MB] with 1,000 characters lyric.
5.2 Accuracy of the Alignment Algorithm
First, we examined robustness against mistakes. Table 1 shows
the song list used for our experiments. The original vowel sequences are defined as the vowel sequences extracted from the
lyrics of the original songs. We generated random error vowels by the uniform sampling from six vowels (“a,” “i,” “u,” “e,”
“o,” and “n”), and inserted them into random positions between
the two vowels of the original vowel sequences. The inserted
positions are selected randomly according to an uniform distribution ranging between one and the total number of characters
in the song minus one. Note that we prohibited inserting more
than three error vowels sequentially. We inputted this vowel sequences containing error vowels into our system as a source and
examined the error rate of the output characters compared to the
original lyrics.
The relationships between the numbers of inserted errors and
the output error rate are shown in Fig. 13. Although over 30% errors cause a fatal decrease in accuracy, the system maintains more
than 85% accuracy for 10∼20% errors. These results show that
the system is reasonably robust against errors in vowel input.
In a second experiment, we examined robustness against jumps
to irregular destinations in the lyrics. The songs used for this
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Fig. 14

The performance scene by a professional pianist.

experiment are the same as those used for the previous experiment. We randomly rearranged the lines in the registered lyrics
(this lines correspond to the rows in Fig. 8), and used their vowel
sequences as input. When the input vowel sequence moves to
the next randomly rearranged line, the system first makes several errors because it expects the next line in the original lyrics.
However, the system eventually identifies the correct line after
observing several incoming vowel keys. We counted the maximum number of incorrect output characters before identifying
the correct line.
The result of this experiment is shown in Table 1 as “following” column. The result shows that robustness against jumps to
irregular destinations is strongly aﬀected by the total number of
characters in the lyrics. However, even for “HatsuneMiku no
Shoushitsu”, which has the most characters in our experiments,
our system successfully finds the correct segments within a few
characters, which is mostly shorter than a single morpheme in
Japanese. This result shows that the system is reasonably robust
against improvisational jumps during performance.
5.3 Playability
We examined the playability of our system by a professional
pianist (Fig. 14). We selected a famous Japanese song “SenbonSakura” (Author: KurousaP) for performance. This song is one
of the Japanese songs with the fastest tempo (BPM: 152), and
contains fast movements (including a lot of sequential 16 parts of
note phrase) between the characters in the lyrics. We picked this
song as a stress test for the system. The time for practice was one
week, one hour per day.
As the result, this song can be performed at the original tempo
at the performance. The total length of the performance was four
minutes, five seconds. The pianist adds several musical expressions including ad-lib modification of the melody. These expressions can’t be performed using any existing methods. Additionally, the system outputted plausible lyrics, even though the pianist
often made mistakes and improvisational changes.
In addition, we recruited five participants and played the
recorded sound of this performance for them. We asked them
to report the number of times they felt an unnatural singing voice
sound. No one reported this more than three times.
Furthermore, some users including the pianist of this experiment and authors (7 participants) have tried to play Formant.Bros’ system [13] and Yamamoto et al.’s system [20] for the
comparisons of the playability. However, no one was able to play
the song used in our experiment with their systems at the same
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Fig. 15

Two scenes at the workshop.

Fig. 16 The amount of vowel input mistakes made by test participants plotted against the number of practices. The vertical axis shows the
ratio of the errors to the total numbers of characters in the song and
the horizontal axis shows the number of practice.

tempo. This shows that it is almost impossible to play such a fast
song with existing systems.
5.4 Workshop
We held a workshop with ten amateur pianists, all of whom
have played with piano or other musical keyboards for more than
five years. We gave the players a musical score for our system and
asked them to practice. We selected a standard jazz song “Autumn Leaves” (Music: Joseph Kosma, Lyrics: Junko Akiyama)
with the tempo 120 [BPM] for practice. All participants had already known this song before the workshop. We printed the score
at this study. The user checked the vocal singing sound only by
hearing. The time to practice was three days, 30 minutes per day
for all participants (Fig. 15).
We monitored the ratio of the number of vowel input mistakes
to the total number of characters of the song in the case of playing the musical scores strictly by repeating practices. The result
is shown as Fig. 16. This figure shows the relationships between
the ratio of the diﬀerent played notes to the original and practice times of each participant. We found that the ratio decreases
rapidly with repeating practice. Then, we verified that our system
doesn’t require any further skills for common pianists.
After the practice, we requested the participants to play the
song to an accompaniment for more than six choruses repeatedly, while modifying the melodies and jumping freely ad-lib.
As described in §Introduction, most existing approaches, such as
melody fitting, can’t be used for this scenario. We included this
actual scene in the supplemental video. The video shows each pianist playing the song while modifying the melody significantly
ad-lib. The participants re-mixed the pieces of the predefined
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lyrics flexibly. This new type of musical expression is enabled
by our system. Note that all participants we employed already
had a skill for improvising music by piano before the experiment.
So, special trainings for improvisation were not required, even
including the control of lyrics.
After the workshop, We conducted individual interviews. At
the interviews, we asked three questions. First, about the diﬃculty of the system: easy, neutral, diﬃcult, impossible. If diﬃcult
or impossible, we were going to ask the reason. But, all participants answered it’s easy. Second, about the playability. We asked
whether the user has any dissatisfactions for expressing the musical phrases they want. Finally, we requested free comments.
One participant mentioned that our system outputs the correct
vowel component even if the system outputs wrong lyrics after
a jump. She said this property is advantageous because it can
minimize the sense of discomfort in the hearer.
Some participants (6/10) mentioned that they feel discomfort at
first because they already have substantial experience playing piano and can read musical scores, but the vowel keys we assigned
on the musical keyboard don’t correspond to the heard pitches
of the synthesized sound. However, they also mentioned that the
sense of discomfort decreased gradually as they adjusted to our
system.
Nearly all participants (8/10) said that the system allow input
mistakes to some extent and it was a nice feature. They added
that practice for our system was substantially easier than they expected, because the lyrics are represented as a standard musical
score. We consider these to be significant merits of our system.
Others (3/10) said that they often worried about the latency of
the “S” consonant when voicing. The characters that have the “S”
consonant are sibilant. Sibilant characters are voiced after a comparatively long breath sound, and the timing of voicing the vowel
is perceived as the rhythmic timing. Then, if the user presses
a key to start a voicing sibilant on the exactly the timing in the
rhythm, the sound will be perceived late. In the case of voicing
by mouth, we usually overcome this problem through practice,
intentionally beginning to voice a character with the “S” consonant slightly earlier. However, the participants had not mastered
it for our system in our limited study. We think that this requires
substantially more training.

properties of the Japanese language, which is a mora language
with only five vowels. Consequently, it is diﬃcult to apply to
other languages such as English. Second, in our system the interpretation of the structure of a song depends on manual annotations by the user. We expect that it will be convenient to have the
system automatically extract this structure by using natural language processing techniques. In addition, our method has many
parameters, such as the state transition probabilities in the HMM,
determined empirically by the authors. Automatic learning and
adjustment of these parameters is an important task left for future
work.
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